Greenbuster Home 550
Specifications Greenbuster Home 550
- Galvanised construction.
- Briggs & Stratton 500E Series.
- Solid rubbertires.
- Beltdrive.
- 55 cm working width.
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- Userfriendly.
- Reliable construction.
- Servicefriendly.
Art no. 18037

Reliable
construction
Compact design
Galvanised
construction
Good design
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Greenbuster Pro 66
Specifications Greenbuster Pro 66
- Professional machine.
- Galvanised construction.
- Briggs & Stratton 500E Series.
- Large solid rubbertures.
- Standard brushhead.
- Adjustable / foldable handlebar.
- Possible to tilt the machine and thereby
change the angle of the brush
- Beltdrive.
- 66 cm workingwidth.
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- Userfriendly.
- Reliable construction.
- Servicefriendly.
Art no. 18035

Adjustable handlebar
3 positions
Foldable
Galvanised
construction
Good design
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Greenbuster Pro III
Specifications Greenbuster Pro III
Made in
- Professional and strong construction. Denmark
- Galvanised and welded chassis.
- Industrial gear in a aluminiumhousing.
- Briggs & Stratton 750 Series.
- Large solid rubbertires.
- Professional brushhead.
- Adjustable / foldable handlebar.
- Possible to tilt the machine and thereby
change the angle of the brush
- Beltdrive.
- 66 cm workingwidth
- Userfriendly.
- Strong and reliable construction.
- Servicefriendly.
Art no. 18038

Adjustable handlebar
3 positions
Foldable
Strong welded,
galvanised chassis
Professional
brushhead, room for
8 brushsets.
Good design

Greenbuster Pro III with sideprotection mounted
Greenbuster Pro III is the clear choice if you want to use a professional weedcleaner for
demanding tasks daily.
The machine is built around a fully welded strong chassis. The whole design is
galvanized, and therefore can withstand weather and wind for many years. The engine is
a powerful engine from Briggs & Stratton.
The powerful transmission line ensures that
the use is always smooth and reliable.
The transmission ends in a high quality
industrial aluminum gear.
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Greenbuster Accessories
Sideprotection - single / double
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Sideprotection single
Prevents sand, gravel, stones and
the like are thrown by the brushes.
Easy adjustment
Fits all models.
Art no. 18010

Sideprotection double
Double protection.
Easy adjustment.
Fits all models
Art no. 18007
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Roadsweeper
Brushhead Home with bolts
(Packed without any brush):
Art no. 18041
Brushset 100 % Poly
(Packed in set of 6 pcs)
Art no. 18043
Brushset Mix, Poly / Steel
(Packed in set of 6 pcs)
Art no. 18044
Brushset Steel
(Packed in set of 6 pcs)
Art no. 18045
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Home Roadsweeper
for Greenbuster Home 550

Made in
Denmark

With a Roadsweeper head, the machine turns
into a multipurposemachine.
With the 3 combination options, the machine can
solve many tasks.
Poly is used for sweeping pavements, driveways,
walkways and the like.
The comnination with mix brush is mainly used for
sweeping dirt and the like while taking care of the
daily maintenance for moss and weeds.
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Pro Roadsweeper
for Greenbuster Pro 66 & Pro III
Made in
Denmark

Greenbuster Pro 66 fitted with
Roadsweeper Pro Head and Mix
brush set.
Good for sweeping pavements,
aswell as daily
maintenance of tiles.

With a Pro Roadsweeper head, the machine turns into a multi-machine. With the 3
combination options, the machine can solve many tasks. Poly is used for sweeping
pavements, driveways, hallways and the like. The combination with mix brush is
used for sweeping dirt and the like while doing daily maintenance for moos and
weeds. For the demanding tasks a full steel set can be fitted. This combination is
ideal for a courtyard with cobblestone or large grassy edges.
Brushhead Pro with bolts
(Packed without any brush):
Art no. 18042

Brushset 100 % Poly
(Packed in set of 10 pcs)
Art no. 18020
Brushset Mix, Poly / Steel
(Packed in set of 10 pcs)
Art no. 18023
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Brushset Steel
(Packed in set of 10 pcs)
(Only recommended for Pro III)
Art no. 18024
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Greenbuster Wearparts
Standard brush.
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Packed in sets of 4 pcs.
Art no. 284006

Brush for Roadsweeper.

Poly

Packed in sets of 6 or 10.

6 pcs (Home)
Art no. 18043

- Poly
- Mix, Poly / steel
- Steel

10 pcs (Pro)
Art no. 18020
Mix - Poly / steel
6 pcs (Home)
Art no. 18044
10 pcs (Pro)
Art no. 18023

Steel - 6 pcs (Home)
Art no. 18045
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Steel - 10 pcs
(Only for Pro III)
Art no. 18024
Full steel combination
is not recommended on
Greenbuster Pro 66 with
Pro Road Sweeper
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